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Abstract

Inter-die connections in 2.5D- and 3D-stacked ICs require at-speed testing as their dynamic performance is crucial to the performance
of the stack as a whole. In order to test at mission-mode speed and benefit from the already existing clock distribution network, our
at-speed test approach for inter-die connections targets the entire register-to-register path that includes the interconnect. This forces the
launching and capturing wrapper cells to be shared with functional flip-flops. In some designs, this unavoidably leads to some ‘shore
logic’: a, typically small, amount of combinational logic outside the die’s wrapper boundary register. This paper describes how we have
adapted a previously developed 3D-DfT architecture and corresponding EDA tool flows to support at-speed interconnect testing, also in
the presence of such ‘shore logic’. The adaptations affect the DfT insertion of wrapper cells, the boundary model extraction, and the
interconnect test pattern generation.

1 Introduction

Three-dimensional stacking is an approach for vertical integration
of multiple dies into a single chip product. There are two main
flavors of this approach: stacking active dies side-by-side on a
passive interposer base die (a.k.a. 2.5D) and stacking active-on-
active dies (a.k.a. true 3D). 3D stacking is a promising way to
extend the momentum of Moore’s Law, enabling high-bandwidth,
low-latency connections between homogeneous or heterogeneous
dies: memory, logic, analog, etc. 3D stacking evolves around
the usage of many cheap, fast, low-power inter-die connections.
These 3D interconnects consist of (1) a micro-bump pair, (2) often
a through-silicon via (TSV) that provides an electrical connection
between the front- and back-side of a silicon substrate [1–3], and
(3) some intra-die wiring.

IMEC and Cadence have jointly developed a 3D-DfT architecture
based on DfT die wrappers, that serves both 2.5D- and 3D-SICs
[4–6]. Originally targeting stacks of monolithic logic-only dies
[7], over time this architecture has been extended to include (1)
memory-on-logic stacks [8, 9], (2) core-based SOCs [10, 11], and
(3) multi-tower stacks [10–12]. We have implemented a full au-
tomation flow with Tcl scripts on top of Cadence’ RTL Compiler
(RC) and Encounter Test (ET) [11, 13].

Our test covering the inter-die connections containing TSVs and
micro-bumps, until recently focused only on static defects caused
by hard opens and shorts. However, these interconnects might also
be affected by resistive (‘weak’) short and open defects; especially
the latter typically manifest themselves as delay faults. Hence
we have extended our 3D-DfT architecture and associated EDA
tool flow to support at-speed transition-based delay-fault testing

of these interconnects.

Instead of testing the inter-die connection as a stand-alone ob-
ject, our at-speed test approach targets entire register-to-register
paths that include the inter-die connections, in order to test at
mission-mode speed and benefit from the already existing clock
distribution network. This requires the wrapper cells of the die’s
3D-DfT wrapper to be shared with functional flip-flops; even if
these flip-flops reside not at the die boundary, but a little ‘inland’,
i.e., separated from the die boundary by combinational (‘shore’)
logic. Also, output wrapper cells need to be extended with
transition-launch capability. Fortunately, RC’s powerful functions
for embedded-core wrapping provide us with the means to auto-
mate this.

In our tool flow, ET generates a ‘boundary model’ of the wrapped
die: a boundary DfT netlist which black-boxes the die’s design
IP, and is used by the stack integrator for stack interconnect test
generation and test migration [14] from die to stack level. Inland
wrapping requires this boundary model to be extended to include
the shore logic. ET supports two ways of generating interconnect
tests: (1) conventional Logic-ATPG, covering shore logic and in-
terconnects, and (2) dedicated Interconnect-ATPG which only tar-
gets the interconnects, but is able to propagate through the shore
logic.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the related prior work, Section 3 and 4 present the core of our
method with the required modifications to the EDA tool flow. Sec-
tion 5 defines the required clocks for at-speed testing, Section 6
describes the chosen at-speed transition launch method and Sec-
tion 7 describes the experimental results. Section 8 concludes this
paper.

∗ Part of this work is supported by IT Academy of Estonia.
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2 Related Prior Work

The main component of the IMEC/Cadence 3D-DfT architecture
is a die-level DfT wrapper, which is based on a 3D-enhanced ver-
sion of IEEE Std 1500 [4–7]. The 3D wrapper provides facilities
to transport test stimuli from stack input pins up into the stack
to the die-under-test (DUT), while the DUT’s test responses are
transported down through the stack to stack output pins. The ar-
chitecture supports a modular test approach, in which dies and
their inter-die interconnects can be tested as stand-alone units (as
INTEST resp. EXTEST). This allows for (1) targeted test pattern
generation and reuse, thereby enabling tractable ATPG compute
times (even for stacks consisting of many large dies), (2) reduc-
tion of the test data volume [15], (3) protection of the die’s design
IP, and (4) first-order fault diagnosis and yield attribution. Mod-
ular testing is enabled by a wrapper boundary register (WBR);
i.e., a concatenated series of wrapper cells which provide scan-
based controllability and observability at all functional die I/Os.
Typically, most die I/Os are equipped with a functional register,
which can be reused and turned into a shared wrapper cell (see
Figure 1(a)) clocked on the functional clock FCLK. For shared
wrapper cells, there is zero area and performance impact due to
the WBR. In case a die I/O is not registered, it can be equipped
with a dedicated wrapper cell (see Figure 1(b)) clocked on the test
clock TCK; this brings with it a small increase of silicon area, per-
formance impact (due to the propagation delay of the multiplexer),
and test application time (the extra flip-flop might increase the
longest scan chain length).

(a) Shared wrapper cell. (b) Dedicated wrapper cell.

Figure 1: Shared (a) and dedicated (b) wrapper cells.

As the WBR resides at the die boundary, the EXTEST circuitry
in between the WBRs exclusively consists of components which
for ATPG-purposes are modeled as wires, i.e., point-to-point con-
nections without combinational nor sequential logic: micro-bump
pairs, TSVs, and/or interposer wires. This means that the EXTEST
test pattern generation can be handled by dedicated Interconnect-
ATPG based on the effective and efficient True/Complement
Counting Sequence [16]. This algorithm writes out a test consist-
ing of only 2· log2(n) test patterns (for n simultaneously tested
interconnects) that covers all hard opens and shorts.

We have implemented two automation flows with Tcl scripts on
top of RC and ET [11, 13]: one for die makers and another one
for stack makers. These flows consist of the following main steps.

• Die maker flow:

1. RC: Die-level DfT insertion.
2. ET: Die-level INTEST test pattern generation with

Logic-ATPG.

3. ET: Die-level boundary model extraction: a boundary
DfT netlist which black-boxes the die’s internal de-
sign IP.

• Stack maker flow:
Manual: Creation of a stack netlist containing the inter-die
connections and the boundary models of the stacked dies.

1. ET: For each die: test migration of the die-level IN-
TEST through the stack netlist to the stack-level I/Os.

2. ET: EXTEST test pattern generation with
Interconnect-ATPG at the stack netlist.

Prior work on at-speed 3D interconnect testing includes ap-
proaches based on the interconnect delay measurement using ring
oscillators with input sensitivity [17, 18] and output thresholding
[19] analysis. Another paper [20] uses transition-time monitors to
detect slow signal transitions at the receiver side of the intercon-
nect. While these approaches provide good diagnostics capabili-
ties, they need special synchronized modifications in all involved
dies, put an extra load on the functional signals, and require ded-
icated hardware (ring oscillator counters, delay lines). Another
paper [21] proposes to modify the dedicated output wrapper cells
to include the capability of at-speed transition launch and to use
the functional flip-flops to capture the transition. Aforementioned
methods require considerable amount of extra hardware and con-
centrate on testing the interconnect in isolation. In addition, these
papers do not address the at-speed testing of the shore logic. Our
approach tries to overcome these shortcomings by using func-
tional flip-flops for 3D interconnect at-speed testing for both tran-
sition launch and capture and taking into account the shore logic.

3 From Boundary to Shared Wrappers

For static interconnect testing, we assumed wrapper cells at the die
boundary; shared wrapper cells if possible, and dedicated wrap-
per cells if necessary. This implied that interconnects were ‘wires’
only, and hence that test pattern generation could be handled by
dedicated Interconnect-ATPG alone. For dynamic at-speed in-
terconnect testing through full register-to-register paths, these as-
sumptions are no longer attractive, as is explained in this section.

Consider the generic inter-die interconnect as depicted in Figure 2.
Interconnect 1 shows the functional design, prior to any DfT in-
sertion. This interconnect is not ‘registered’, i.e., there is combi-
national logic between the driving flip-flop and the interconnect
and/or between the interconnect and the receiving flip-flop. The
functional designer is responsible for synchronizing FCLK1 and
FCLK2 in Die 1 and Die 2 respectively. Let us assume that the
mission-mode frequency of this design is 1 GHz, corresponding
to a clock period of 1 ns. Let us further assume that the 1 ns clock
period is divided into 0.2 ns for the actual interconnect and twice
0.4 ns for the combinational logic on either side of the intercon-
nect.



Figure 2: Two options to test a 3D interconnect (1) at-speed: test the intercon-
nect itself through boundary wrapping (2) or test the entire register-to-register
path that includes the interconnect through shared wrapper cells (3).

Interconnect 2 in Figure 2 depicts what happens if we insert dedi-
cated wrapper cells around our interconnect. These wrapper cells
run on the TCK clock. Given the 0.2 ns nominal propagation delay
for the interconnect, an at-speed interconnect test needs to run at
a 5 GHz TCK clock. In many designs, TCK is a rather slow clock
signal, but at 5 GHz, TCK needs to be routed as a high-speed clock
signal; due to the design effort involved, this is unattractive. Also
unattractive is that the at-speed testing of the entire design requires
multiple frequencies: 1 GHz for the internal logic, 2.5 GHz for
the logic at the die boundary, and 5 GHz for the inter-die connec-
tions. This hardship has its root cause in the fact that the 1 GHz
full register-to-register path now is partitioned into multiple par-
tial paths each of which have to be tested at their own, elevated
frequency.

Way more attractive is to test the interconnect as part of the func-
tional register-to-register path at its regular mission-mode fre-
quency (1 GHz in our example above), shown in Figure 2 as Inter-
connect 3. This means that we exclusively work with shared wrap-
per cells that operate on functional clocks and dedicated wrapper
cells are not allowed. In that way, we avoid hard-to-meet timing
constraints on TCK, and rely on and reuse the existing clock dis-
tribution network (FCLK1 and FCLK2). As a side benefit, shared
wrapper cells have less impact on silicon area and performance
than dedicated wrapper cells. The price we pay for our approach
is that we have to be able to cope with ‘shore logic’, i.e., some
combinational logic that now becomes part of the EXTEST cir-
cuitry. Most interconnects are registered at the die boundary (as
this provides a cleaner timing interface); for those interconnects
the shore logic is non-existent and boundary wrapping actually
equals shared wrapping. But in order to be able to provide a com-
prehensive solution for all functional designs, our tool flow must
be able to handle the situations in which (some) shore logic does
exist.

4 Tool Flow Adaptations for Shore Logic

This section addresses the consequences and necessary adapta-
tions to our EDA tool flows for die and stack makers due to the
choice to move to shared-only wrapper cells and in the possible
presence of shore logic.

4.1 DfT Insertion

With conventional boundary wrapping, there is always exactly one
wrapper cell per die I/O. In case the I/O is registered, the boundary
flip-flop is marked as a shared wrapper cell and no DfT on top of
the regular scan design needs to be inserted. If the I/O in question
is not registered, a dedicated wrapper cell is inserted on the func-
tional path to/from the I/O. Afterwards, all shared and dedicated
wrapper cells need to be stitched up into one or more scan chains
that are enabled in both EXTEST and INTEST modes.

In the case of shared wrapping, nothing changes for the large
group of registered I/Os; their scan flip-flops are still marked as
shared wrapper cells. New is the situation for non-registered I/Os.
The DfT insertion tool needs to identify the (inland) scan flip-flops
on the driving (for die outputs) or receiving (for die inputs) side of
the logic and mark them as shared wrapper cells. The shore logic
typically constitutes a fan-in (resp. fan-out) cone with multiple in-
puts (resp. outputs) (see Figure 3); all these scan flip-flops need to
be marked as shared wrapper cells.

Figure 3: Fan-in/out cones of the 3D interconnect I/Os with shore logic.

A large fan-in/out cone has several negative consequences.

1. The boundary model includes the shore logic and hence
grows in size.

2. The design IP of the shore logic is not protected by the
black-box feature of the boundary model and will be re-
leased to the stack maker.

3. More scan flip-flops will be marked as shared wrapper cells,
which will contribute to a growth in length of the EXTEST
scan chain(s).

4. Depending on the exact configuration of the logic cone,
test pattern generation for the interconnect wires and the
shore logic itself may become harder for the ATPG due to
higher risk of signal value conflicts in the shore logic. This
might result in a drop in fault coverage and/or an increase in
the number of test patterns due to less interconnects being
tested simultaneously.

In order to limit the size of the fan-in/out cone, RC supports a
user-defined integer threshold for the number of shared wrapper
cells associated to a single die I/O. If the shore logic fans in/out
to more flip-flops than this threshold, the tool issues a warning



and inserts a dedicated wrapper cell. The user should then either
increase the threshold value or modify the IC design to avoid in-
sertion of a dedicated wrapper cell.

4.2 Boundary Model Extraction

With conventional boundary wrapping, the extracted boundary
model exclusively consists of interconnect ‘wires’ and EXTEST
scan chains.

In case of shared wrapping, the boundary model extraction soft-
ware also needs to include the shore logic. ET’s boundary model
extraction engine is capable of doing this. The boundary model
format is essentially a gate-level netlist and hence has no problem
to include the combinational gates of the shore logic.

The boundary model will grow in size with the inclusion of the
shore logic. As the boundary model is meant to be shared be-
tween die maker and stack maker, the design IP protection which
the boundary model provides to the black-boxed INTEST logic
does not extend to the shore logic. As the shore logic is typically
very small compared to the overall die size, we consider this a
surmountable drawback.

4.3 ATPG for EXTEST

With conventional boundary wrapping, the EXTEST circuitry ex-
clusively consists of ‘wires’ and its test pattern generation can
be handled by dedicated Interconnect-ATPG algorithms based on
counting sequences.

In case of shared wrapping, the test pattern has to cope with the
likely presence of shore logic as part of the EXTEST circuitry and
cover both the combinational shore logic as well as the wiring
interconnects. This calls for an approach in which two separate
ATPG engines within ET are invoked.

1. Logic-ATPG. It targets the shore logic between the two
stacked dies. Inter-die connections are considered as reg-
ular wires between the combinational gates of the shore
logic. Logic-ATPG can be used in combination with all
common fault models, including stuck-at and transition
fault models.

2. Interconnect-ATPG. It explicitly targets the inter-die con-
nections between the two stacked dies. The combinational
shore logic is not explicitly targeted, but ET’s Interconnect-
ATPG is capable of propagating stimuli and responses
through this logic, thereby generating some incidental fault
coverage. Interconnect-ATPG creates patterns for static and
dynamic Stuck Driver Test (SDT) at the interconnect drivers
and receivers, as well as Shorted Net Test (SNT) to cover
possible shorts between the inter-die interconnects.

5 At-Speed Clocking During Test

At-speed testing in our method is performed by applying two at-
speed clock cycles: for launch and capture. In order to gener-
ate exactly two cycles, we rely on the same mechanisms that are
used for at-speed INTEST. It is usually implemented using a pulse
generator which creates the required clock pulse pattern out of a
continuous series of clock pulses generated by an on-chip PLL.
In case of the Cadence tool flow, this pulse generator is the On-
Product Clock Generator (OPCG) module [22]. Respective wave-
forms are shown in Figure 4. The PLLCLK signal corresponds to
the output of the PLL. The ShiftEn signal switches the clock
between the slow scan and at-speed test modes. The TRIGGER
signal instructs the pulse generator module to issue the required
pattern which appears on FCLK. The corresponding clock control
and distribution scheme is shown in Figure 5. OPCG supports
inter-clock-domain test; modules in several dies can be inserted
and connected such that synchronized inter-die dynamic test can
be performed.

Figure 4: Waveforms for at-speed test.

Figure 5: Clock control and distribution.

6 At-Speed Transition Launch/Capture

In our work, we use the register-to-register transition launch and
capture method to test the 3D interconnect for at-speed timing
specifications. This method is widely used in the industry for the
same purpose in the internal circuitry of the die. The idea of the
method is to generate a data transition from one flip-flop, launch
it across the path-under-test, and after a functional clock period
capture the resulting transition effect in a flip-flop. For this, two
at-speed clock cycles are used: launch and capture. In order to
generate a transition, first the initialization value is loaded (using
scan and a slow, not-at-speed clock) into the launching flip-flop.



Then, at the first at-speed test clock cycle (launch), the initial-
ization value is changed to its opposite (transition) value. At the
second clock cycle, the resulting propagated transition effect is
captured by the receiving flip-flop. In case of a delay fault on the
path-under-test, the resulting transition does not reach the capture
flip-flop in time, and hence the delay fault is detected.

The industrial practice for at-speed test of internal die circuits is
to generate the transition by making the launch flip-flop to cap-
ture the opposite value generated by the logic in the fan-in cone
of its functional input (CFI, see Figure 6). This method is called
Launch-on-Capture (LoC) [23]. However, this method is not pre-
ferred for our approach for 3D interconnect testing: the opposite
value is to be captured from the functional input path, and this
would involve the functional logic further inside the die, which
might lead to ATPG conflicts and would make the boundary model
of the die larger, disclosing more of the die internal design IP.

Figure 6: Paths involved in transition launch and capture.

In another method called Launch-on-Shift (LoS) [24], the transi-
tion value is taken from the test data input (CTI). Although this
method removes the need to include more functional logic in the
boundary model, it has two drawbacks: the value at the CTI in-
put may create conflicts in the shore logic (see Figure 6) and the
ShiftEn signal must switch at-speed between the two clock cy-
cles due to the conflict of its required values at the launch (value
”1” required to select the CTI input) and capture (value ”0” re-
quired to select the CFI input) sides. For these reasons, LoS is
typically not used for at-speed INTEST.

Figure 7: Enhanced Launch on Shift (ELoS).

In our work, we use the Enhanced-Launch-on-Shift (ELoS, see
Figure 7) method [25], also referred to as Enhanced Scan. The
idea is to insert at the CTI input of the shared wrapper cell a ded-
icated flip-flop used to launch the transition. This flip-flop can be
set to the transition value by scanning without the risk of creat-
ing ATPG conflicts in the shore logic. However, this method still
suffers from the need to switch the ShiftEn signal at-speed. To

address this issue, we create separate ShiftEn signals for the
launch and capture side. At the launch side, we override it with
the EXTEST signal from the wrapper controller block using an
OR gate. Now, the ShiftEn signal can be de-asserted (slowly)
before launch/capture so that the receiving side captures the value
of the interconnect while the driving side where the ShiftEn is
overriden by EXTEST continues to shift, creating transitions.

A drawback of the ELoS method is the area overhead of inserting
the additional flip-flop. However, since the amount of functional
flip-flops that need to be enhanced is not very large (around the
same number as 3D interconnects under test, i.e., thousands) com-
pared to the overall number of the flip-flops in a typical large-scale
design (millions), we consider this overhead acceptable.

7 Case Study: ‘Vesuvius-3D’ Stack
This section presents experimental simulation results on the 3D-
DfT Demonstrator circuit in a 3D-SIC test chip named ‘Vesuvius-
3D’. This test chip was manufactured by GLOBALFOUNDRIES
and IMEC; a bare stack, prior to packaging, is shown in Figure 8
[7]. The 3D-DfT Demonstrator circuit in ‘Vesuvius-3D’ consists
of two small ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits [26]: s5378 as bottom
die and s1423 as top die. Functionally, this stack probably does
not make sense; we use it only as a vehicle for structural testing
with our 3D-DfT architecture. In this paper, of particular interest
are the numbers of die I/Os. The primary port (= bottom side) of
the bottom die counts 30 functional inputs and 32 functional out-
puts, the secondary port (= top side) of the bottom die connects
to the primary port (= bottom side) of the top die with 17 func-
tional outputs and 5 functional inputs implemented as TSVs and
micro-bump pairs [7].

Figure 8: Photo of a bare ‘Vesuvius-3D’ stack.

For our experiments, we created two modified simulation versions
of both dies: (1) completely registered (referred to as s1423R and
s5378R) and (2) partially registered (referred to as s1423P and
s5378P). In the s1423P circuit 1 out of total 22 I/Os is unregis-
tered. In the s5378P circuit the ratio is 7 out of 84 I/Os, where 5 of
the unregistered I/Os are in the secondary port. We consider two
stacks: s1423R-on-s5378R and s1423P-on-s5378P. The wrapped
version of the ∗R stack is guaranteed free of shore logic, while the
wrapped version of the ∗P stack does contain some shore logic if
only shared wrapper cells are used.

First, we analyze the impact of the threshold for the number of
functional flip-flops per I/O fanin/fanout (Section 4.1) on the num-



ber of inserted shared vs. dedicated wrapper cells. We selected
three values for the threshold: 1, 5, and 10. The experiment re-
sults are listed in Table 1. As expected, the fully registered (∗R)
versions of both dies have each of their I/Os wrapped with a single
shared wrapper cell (SWC). However, for the partially registered
(∗P) versions of the dies, some I/Os require more than one func-
tional flip-flop to become a SWC. For example, one of the I/Os
of s1423P required 9 SWCs, while other I/Os required just one.
From the s5378P design with 84 I/Os, only 77 of them were reg-
istered, while the remaining 7 required 35 SWCs. On average,
shared wrapping requires 1.36 wrapper cells per I/O for s1423P
and 1.33 wrapper cells per I/O for s5378P. Considering that the
ELoS approach adds one flip-flop per SWC, shared wrapping is
affordable in case of circuits that include shore logic.

Fan-in/out s1423R s1423P s5378R s5378P
threshold SWC SWC DWC SWC SWC DWC

1 22 21 1 84 77 7
5 22 21 1 84 98 2

10 22 30 0 84 112 0

Table 1: Impact of the fan-in/out threshold on SWC/DWC numbers.

Table 2 lists the boundary-model sizes as fraction of the origi-
nal full netlist (both expressed in gate counts) for all four circuits
s1423R, s1423P, s5378R, and s5378P. Note that due to the small
size of the circuits in our case study, the relative size of the bound-
ary model is rather large; for industrial SOCs it typically amounts
to 1–2%. Table 2 clearly demonstrates that the boundary model
grows in size due to the inclusion of the shore logic for the ∗P
circuits.

Circuit type s1423 (Top) s5378 (Bottom)
Fully registered (∗R) 18.4% 24.6%
Partially registered (∗P) 23.5% 33.7%

Table 2: Boundary-model size as fraction of the full netlist.

In Table 3 the pattern set sizes generated by two ATPG algorithms
for the two stack variants are shown. It can be seen that the shore
logic does not significantly increase the pattern count: five ex-
tra patterns for Logic-ATPG algorithms and two extra patterns for
Interconnect-ATPG. Considering the total pattern set size, the in-
crease is negligible.

Pattern set Algorithm ∗R ∗P
INTEST s1423∗ Logic-ATPG 66 67
INTEST s5378∗ Logic-ATPG 120 124

EXTEST
Logic-ATPG n.a. 12
Interconnect-ATPG 2 4

Total 188 207

Table 3: Pattern set sizes.

8 Conclusion
At-speed testing of the interconnect in 2.5D- and 3D-SICs is nec-
essary to guarantee the dynamic performance of the connections
between the dies. In this work, we propose a method for this pur-
pose that is based on testing the full register-to-register paths that
include the interconnect lines. Our method covers the case when
besides the interconnect there is some combinational shore logic

at the die boundary. The dies are inland-wrapped and a boundary
model is extracted for INTEST pattern migration, EXTEST pattern
generation, and IP protection. A case study with small benchmark
designs was performed to show that the method is effective and ef-
ficient in the presence of shore logic. The DfT hardware overhead
and the pattern set size increases due to shore logic are shown to
be small.
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